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SPORTS EQUIPMENT



｜ BASKETBALL



S04012 S04014

S04008 S04010 S04011

S04020

BASKETBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Portablebasket base to be filled, steel column, polypropylene 
backboard and fixed ring with net

SPECIFICATIONS｜Portablebasket base to be filled, steel column, polypropylene 
backboard and fixed ring with net, automatic height adjustment

SPECIFICATIONS｜Frontprotection pad for basket and mini-basket units

SPECIFICATIONS｜Foldableand portable basket and mini-basket unit entirely 
in varnished steel, platform supporting ballast, hpl backboard, fixed ring with 
net, front protection pad

SPECIFICATIONS｜Foldablemonotubular basket and mini-basket unit movable on 
wheels, in vanished steel, acrylic glass backboard, fixed ring with net, front 
protection pad, ballast included

SPECIFICATIONS｜Basketball backstops to be fixed to the 
ground. Galvanized steel reinforced structure fixed 
varnished steel rings and nylon nets.



S04028 S04030S04024

S04032

BASKETBALL｜

S04034 S04036
SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanizedsteel structure made of 2 separate elements with 
fixing plate and fixing accessories. With ground sockets to be buried and lids.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanized steel reinforced structure and ballast containers 
to be fixed to structure’s base

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for olympicmodels basketball 
backstops. Padded wooden board covered with pvc fabric.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanizedsteel structure made of unique fully welded 
element. With ground sockets to be buried and lids

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for monotubular models 
basketball backstops. Foam inside, thickness 50 mm, covered with pvc
fabric. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanizedsteel vertical structure with ground sockets 
to be buried and lids. Mechanical device manually operating for 
adjusting backboard’s height at basket



S04038 S04040S04037

S04056

BASKETBALL｜

S04060 S04064

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of front protection pads for monotubular basketball 
backstops

SPECIFICATIONS｜Monotubularbasketball backstops, galvanized steel structure 
on base with ballast box, mobile on trolley.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Setof front protection pads for monotubular basketball 
backstops

SPECIFICATIONS｜Wallmounted basketball backstops. Varnished tubulars 
steel structure

SPECIFICATIONS｜Wallmounted side folding basketball backstops, simple 
standard varnished steel construction

SPECIFICATIONS｜Wallmounted side folding basketball backstops TREVI 
model. Reinforced varnished steel construction



S04066 S04070

BASKETBALL｜

S04074

S04100 S04103 S04106

SPECIFICATIONS｜Oleodynamicelectric device for height adjustment and independent control of transport wheels, glass backboards with pad, reclining rings with net.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Wallmounted side folding basketball backstops TREVI 
model. Reinforced varnished steel construction

SPECIFICATIONS｜Roofmounted forward or backward up folding motorized 
basketball backstops Top

SPECIFICATIONS｜Mechanical devices for adjusting height of backboards and 
rings on wall mounted and roof mounted basketball backstops



S04108

BASKETBALL｜

S04110 S04111

S04113 S04114 S04115

SPECIFICATIONS｜Oleodynamicelectric device for height adjustment and independent control of transport wheels, glass backboards with pad, reclining rings with net.



S04116

BASKETBALL｜

S04117 S04118

S04120 S04121 S04124

SPECIFICATIONS｜Oleodynamicmanual height adjustment, glass backboards with pad, reclining rings with net
SPECIFICATIONS｜Varnishedsteel tubing structure. Backstop’s 
movement is done by using three rubber wheels, raising and 
lowering following movement of structure..



BASKETBALL｜

S04150 S04151 S04152

S04154 S04156 S04158

SPECIFICATIONS｜Wallmounted mini-basket backstops.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanizedsteel reinforced structure
SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for mini-
basketball backstops Padded wooden board covered with 
pvc fabric, including fasten.



S04160 S04161S04159

S04162

BASKETBALL｜

S04202 S04204
SPECIFICATIONS｜Elevationtrolley for attachable mini-basketball 
constructions. Varnished tubular steel structure with chromed sliding parts. 
Elevation done manually by the cable winder

SPECIFICATIONS｜Chipboardbasketball backboard for indoor use

SPECIFICATIONS｜Monotubularmini-basketball backstops, galvanized steel 
structure..

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of front protection pads for monotubular basketball 
backstops

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of mini-basketball constructions attached to basketball 
backboards. Varnished steel construction with hooks. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Chipboardbasketball backboard for 
Outdoor use



S04208S04206

BASKETBALL｜

S04214

S04216 S04221 S04222

SPECIFICATIONS｜Transparent acrylic glass basketball backboard SPECIFICATIONS｜Safetytempered glass basketball backboard with
protective film

SPECIFICATIONS｜Chipboardbasketball backboard for outdoor use

SPECIFICATIONS｜Chipboardbasketball backboard for indoor use

SPECIFICATIONS｜Varnishedsteel trolley useful to storage, transport and 
install backboard on portable basketball backstops

SPECIFICATIONS｜Polyurethanebasketball backboard pad 
to be fixed with screws, L shaped model.



S04230 S04232

S04224 S04226 S04228

S04234

BASKETBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Standardvarnished steel basketball ringSPECIFICATIONS｜Polyurethanebasketball backboard pad to be fixed 
with screws, U shaped model.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Kitof electronic red light device to be connected to 24 
shot clock including varnished steel supporting profiles

SPECIFICATIONS｜Standardvarnished steel basketball ring, fixed heavy 
model

SPECIFICATIONS｜Standardvarnished steel basketball ring, fixed heavy 
reinforced model

SPECIFICATIONS｜Recliningvarnished steel basketball ring. 
Varnished steel full tube diameter 20 mm. Hidden reclining 
mechanism by steel springs.



S04240 S04241

S04236 S04237 S04238

S04244 S04246

BASKETBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Recliningvarnished steel basketball ring. Hidden reclining 
mechanism by steel springs. Net attaching system without hooks.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Standardgalvanized steel basketball ring

SPECIFICATIONS｜Nyloncord standard basketball net SPECIFICATIONS｜Plasticnylon cord basketball net SPECIFICATIONS｜Cottoncord standard basketball net SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanizedsteel basketball
net for outdoor use.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Threedirections reclining varnished steel basketball ring, 
reinforced model, net fixation without hooks.



S05108 S05109

S05102 S05104 S05106

BASKETBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Monotubularbackstops, galvanized steel structure.. SPECIFICATIONS｜Mechanical adjusting, varnished steel foldable structure SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanized steel portable streetball backstop
mobile on wheels

SPECIFICATIONS｜HydroplayAce portable unit customized 3ON3 entirely realized in galvanized steel.



S05208 S05209

S05202 S05204 S05206

BASKETBALL｜

S05210

SPECIFICATIONS｜Multipurposerecreational set for volley, minivolley, badminton and tennis

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of plastic backboards with ring, mounted on steel 
frame, for using the multipurpose stands

SPECIFICATIONS｜Completeset of protective pads for multipurpose 
professional set

SPECIFICATIONS｜Net for professional multipurpose stands



｜ SOCCER



S04305 S04306

S04302 S04303 S04304

S04308

SOCCER ｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Reinforcedaluminum profiles, oval section mm 120×100. 
Split crossbar with inner connecting bar. Internal dimensions 732×244cm.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Reinforcedaluminum profiles, oval section mm 120×100. 
Split crossbar to be assembled with inner connecting bar. Internal dimensions 
732×244 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Reinforcedaluminum profiles, oval section mm 120×100. Single 
piece crossbar. Internal dimensions 732×244 cm..

SPECIFICATIONS｜Aluminumstandard soccer goals, oval section 120×100 mm, 
ground sockets and curved net supports, crossbar in two sections

SPECIFICATIONS｜Reinforcedaluminum profiles, oval section 
mm 120×100. Single piece crossbar. Internal dimensions 
732×244 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of aluminum standard soccer goals as S04303 – entire 
crossbar



S04310

SOCCER ｜

S04318 S04320

S04328 S04332 S04334

SPECIFICATIONS｜Freestandingand portable model. Reinforced aluminum 
profiles, oval section mm 120×100. Internal dimensions 600×200 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of fixed ground frames made of galvanized steel SPECIFICATIONS｜Pairof rubber inflatable wheels on steel support useful 
for rolling away portable soccer goals

SPECIFICATIONS｜Setof 100 plastic safety net holders

SPECIFICATIONS｜Freestandingand portable model. Reinforced aluminum 
profiles, oval section mm 120×100. Internal dimensions 500×200 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS｜ Freestanding and portable model. Made of varnished steel, 
round section mm 80. Internal dimensions 500×200 cm 



S04336 S04352

SOCCER ｜

S04354

S04356 S04358 S04360

SPECIFICATIONS｜Setof 100 plastic safety net holders SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for standard soccer goals made of polyethylene 
diameter 3 mm, depth 100/200 cm, knotted mesh 12×12 cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for standard soccer goals made of polypropylene 
diameter 5 mm, depth 100/200 cm, hexagonal mesh

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for standard soccer goals made of polypropylene 
diameter 6mm, depth 100/200cm, knotless mesh 10×10cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for standard soccer goals made of nylon diameter 6 
mm, depth 100/200 cm, hexagonal mesh

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for standard soccer goals made of polyethylene 
diameter 3.5 mm knotted, depth 200/200 cm, square mesh



S04362 S04364

SOCCER ｜

S04364

S04366 S04368 S04502
SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for reduced soccer goals 500×200 cm made of 
polyethylene diameter 3.5 mm knotted, depth 100/160 cm, square mesh 14×14 
cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for reduced soccer goals 400×200 cm made of 
polyethylene diameter 3.5 mm knotted, depth 100/160 cm, square mesh 14×14 cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Adjustableshape mini goal bow made of 
flexible plastic with galvanized steel peaks.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for standard soccer goals, made of 
polypropylene, diameter 4 mm, depth 200/200 cm, hexagonal mesh

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for standard soccer goals made of nylon diameter 5 
mm, depth 200/200 cm, mesh 10×10 cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets soccer goals 600×200 cm made of polyethylene 
diameter 3.5 mm knotted, depth 100/160 cm, square mesh 14×14 cm



S04504

SOCCER ｜

S04507 S04508

S04557 S04594
SPECIFICATIONS｜Inclinedframe with net for training goal-keepers and 
players, galvanized steel, dimensions 140×140 cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Protectiveboundary net made of polyethylene, diameter 3 mm, 
mesh 13×13 cm, knotted. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of Flex model mini soccer goals with dimensions 
150×110 cm made in flexible plastic with steel peaks for ground fixation.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of professional varnished steel mini-soccer goals with 
nets,150×110 cm, diameter 80 mm

SPECIFICATIONS｜PVC banner for precision shot training to be fixed to standard 
soccer goals with dimensions 732×244 cm



｜ FUTSAL



S04607

S04602 S04603

S04608

FUTSAL｜

S04606

S04609
SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of galvanized steel futsal goals round section 80 mm, 
dimensions 300×200 cm, portable model with ground base and posts welded 
to crossbar

SPECIFICATIONS｜Made of varnished tubular steel profile, round section 80 mm. 
Internal dimensions 300×200 cm. Model with separate posts and crossbar to be 
joined together.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of varnished steel futsal goals 
round section 80 mm, dimensions 300×200 cm, ground 
sockets model

SPECIFICATIONS｜Madeof varnished reinforced aluminum profile, round section 
80 mm. Internal dimensions 300×200 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of aluminum futsal goals round section 80 mm, dimensions 
300×200 cm, ground sockets model

SPECIFICATIONS｜Madeof varnished tubular steel profile, round section 80 mm. 
Internal dimensions 300×200 cm. Reinforced  with posts and crossbar welded 
together.



S04616S04610 S04612

FUTSAL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for futsal goals 300×200 cm made of 
polyethylene diameter 2.5 mm knotted, depth 100/100 cm, square mesh 10×10 
cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for futsal goals 300×200 cm made of nylon diameter 
5 mm knotted, depth 100/100 cm, square mesh 10×10 cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of galvanized steel recreational futsal goals, dimensions 
300×200 cm, to be dismantled for transport, nets included.



｜ HANDBALL



S04658 S04656

S04652 S04654 S04660

S04608

HANDBALL｜

Portable model made of varnished tubular steel profile, square section 80×80 
mm. Super reinforced model with posts and crossbar welded together. 
Internal dimensions 300×200 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nets for handball goals 300×200 cm 
made of nylon diameter 3 mm knotless, depth 100/100 cm, 
square mesh 10×10 cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Portable model made of varnished reinforced aluminum 
profile, square section 80×80 mm. Internal dimensions 300×200 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Reclining model made of varnished reinforced aluminum profile, 
square section 80×80 mm. Internal dimensions 300×200 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Portable model made of varnished tubular steel profile, square 
section 80×80 mm. Model with separate posts and crossbar to be joined together. 
Internal dimensions 300×200 cm. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Portable model made of varnished wood, square section 80×80 
mm. Internal dimensions 300×200 cm.



S04602 S04603 S04604

HANDBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of additional catch nets made of nylon 3 mm with leaded 
rope, to be used with nets

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of galvanized steel supports with rubber wheel to be used for 
moving handball goals.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of light aluminium handball goals, IHF approved, hinged net 
supports, standard dimensions 300×200 cm



｜ VOLLEYBALL



S04708 S04710

S04702 S04704 S04706

S04712

VOLLEYBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Wallmounted system made of galvanized and varnished tubular 
steel with supporting plates to be fixed to the wall by using plugs. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanized steel main tube, diameter 60 mm, equipped with 
nylon transport wheels and net tensioner device. Varnished steel reinforcing 
tube on the back side of main post

SPECIFICATIONS｜Wall mounted system made of galvanized and varnished tubular 
steel with supporting plates with net tensioner device.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for volleyball systems. Made of soft 
foam covered by colored washable synthetic material. . 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for volleyball systems. Made of soft 
foam covered by colored washable synthetic material. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanized steel main tube, diameter 60 mm, equipped with 
nylon transport wheels and net tensioner device. Varnished steel reinforcing 
tubes welded to the main base. 



S04722 S04724

S04714 S04716S04718

S04726

VOLLEYBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for volleyball systems. Made of soft 
foam covered by colored washable synthetic material. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Freestandingportable volleyball system aluminum model for 
competition. Main posts made of aluminum, oval profile 120×100 mm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanizedsteel volleyball system (2 posts) with ground 
sockets. Galvanized steel main post diameter 100 mm to be inserted inside 
socket to be cemented into the ground.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for volleyball systems. Made of soft 
foam covered by colored washable synthetic material. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for volleyball systems. Made of soft 
foam covered by colored washable synthetic material. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Varnished steel main post diameter 80 mm, to be inserted 
inside socket to be cemented into the ground. Telescopic solution for the 
height tensioning. Including protective pads.



S04734 S04736

S04728 S04730 S04732

S04738

VOLLEYBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Aluminum volleyball system with ground sockets. Telescopic 
solution for the height tensioning. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Varnishedaluminum volleyball system. Oval profile 120×100 
mm, with sliding system for the height of the net. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for volleyball systems. Made of soft 
foam covered by colored washable synthetic material. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for volleyball system. Made of 
shaped polyurethane foam.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Made of aluminum, round section 100 mm, thickness 5 mm, 
and sliding system for the height of the net with blocking knobs. Including 
outside net tensioner device and protective pads.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Net tensioner device for steel volleyball systems.



S04756 S04758

S04740 S04752 S04754

S04760

VOLLEYBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Net tensioner device for aluminum volleyball systems SPECIFICATIONS｜Torneomodel net for volleyball made of polyethylene diameter 3 mm 
knotted, with upper ribbon, antennas’ sleeves and antennas.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Madeof polyethylene diameter 3.5 mm knotted, complete of 
pvc ribbons 70 mm on top and 50 mm on bottom, antennas’ sleeves and 
antennas

SPECIFICATIONS｜Standard volleyball net made of polyethylene diameter 2.5 
mm knotted, complete of cable and pvc ribbon 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Volleyball net with antennas SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of antennas’ sleeves for volleyball net 
made of nylon.



S04802 S04804

S04762 S04764 S04765

S04805

VOLLEYBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of single piece fiberglass antennas for volleyball net 
colored white-red.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of two pieces antennas FIVB approved for 
competition

SPECIFICATIONS｜Madevarnished tubular steel, diameter 40 mm. Standing area 
made of 10 mm thickness hpl. Complete with a bottom shelf made of 10 mm 
thickness hpl and wheels for transport.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of two pieces fiberglass antennas for volleyball net 
colored white-red.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Made varnished tubular steel, diameter 40 mm. Standing area 
made of 10 mm thickness hpl. With a bottom shelf made of 10 mm thickness hpl, 
wheels for transport, and colored polypropylene seat.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Soft protective pad shaped for referee 
platforms



S04842 S04844

S04806 S04808 S04810

VOLLEYBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Made of strong varnished tubular steel with central 
galvanized column equipped with height adjustment handle.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Reinforced varnished steel structure with large base, 
height adjustment inner device, standing area and seat.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of freestanding minivolleyposts made of varnished 
steel, heavy base with transport wheels, can be dismantled

SPECIFICATIONS｜Soft protective pad shaped for referee platforms

SPECIFICATIONS｜Super minivolleynet made of polyethylene Ø 3 mm, dimensions 
650×100 cm, square mesh 10×10 cm



｜ TENNIS



S04858 S04860

S04852 S04854 S04856

S04862

TENNIS｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Varnished tubular steel structure with square section mm 
80×80 welded on flat steel base to be fixed to the ground. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Varnishedtubular steel structure with square section 
mm 80×80. Galvanized steel long pin for fixing the net. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanizedtubular steel structure with square section mm 
80×80. Galvanized steel long pin for fixing the net. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Varnished aluminum post with oval section mm 120×100 
mounted onto flat steel base to be fixed to the ground.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Varnished aluminum post with oval section mm 
120×100 equipped with plastic net hooks and net tensioner device in one 
of the post.

SPECIFICATIONS｜ Freestanding tennis system consisting of several 
galvanized steel elements to be connected one to the other. Two posts 
Including ballast support and device with wheels for transport.



S04870 S04872

S04864 S04866 S04868

S04876

TENNIS｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Net tensioner device for steel tennis posts SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of tennis poles for single matches made of tubular 
varnished steel with base.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Standardtennis net made of polyethylene diameter 2.5 mm 
knotted, complete of pvc ribbon, square mesh 4.5×4.5 cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Net tensioner device for aluminum tennis posts

SPECIFICATIONS｜Professional tennis net made of polypropylene 
diameter 4 mm knotless, 6 double reinforcing mesh on upper part, 
complete of cotton ribbon, hexagonal mesh

SPECIFICATIONS｜Cotton net center strap complete with net 
tensioner and gusset.



S04916 S04918

S04902 S04904 S04914

TENNIS｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Varnished tubular steel structure, diameter 40 mm, complete 
with colored polypropylene seat with backrest and desk

SPECIFICATIONS｜Boundarysheet for tennis courts. Dimensions mt 18×2..

SPECIFICATIONS｜Levellingcoconut nets for tennis court with steel bar

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanized tubular steel structure, diameter 40 mm, 
complete with colored polypropylene seat with backrest and desk

SPECIFICATIONS｜ Tennis court line marking tape in rolls of 150 mt. 
Thickness 5 cm.



｜ BADMINTON



S04940 S04941 S04942

BADMINTON｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of freestanding badminton posts made of varnished 
steel, bases to be filled, mobile on wheels, demountable

SPECIFICATIONS｜Nylonbadminton net, official size length cm 610 complete 
with upper band.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of freestanding professional badminton posts made of 
varnished steel, bases to be filled, mobile on wheels, demountable, height 
adjustable and complete of net tensioner device



｜ BEACH SPORTS



S05054 S05058

S05002 S05020 S05052

S05060

BEACH SPORTS｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of yellow color aluminum beach handball goals, section 
80×80 mm, dimensions 300×200 cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of yellow color varnished steel posts made of several 
elements, nylon tensioning ropes with pins and nylon net.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Cold galvanized steel main post diameter 100 mm. With sliding 
system for the height. Including ground sockets, length 100 cm, and lids made of 
galvanized steel. Including net tensioner device.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of yellow color aluminum beach soccer goals, round 
section 80 mm, dimensions 550×220 cm

SPECIFICATIONS｜Aluminum monotubular beach volley and beach tennis 
system, diameter 80 mm, with longer ground sockets. With sliding system for 
the height of the net and net tensioner device. 

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of protective pads for beach volley and 
beach tennis systems. Made of soft foam covered by colored 
washable synthetic material. 



S05066 S05068

S05062 S05063 S05064

S05070

BEACH SPORTS｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Set of colored beach volley courtliness with pickets and fixing 
elastic bands.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Professional net for beach volley made of nylon with pvc
edges and antennas

SPECIFICATIONS｜Net for beach tennis made of nylon with pvc border.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Net for beach volley made of nylon with polypropylene 
edges

SPECIFICATIONS｜Made galvanized tubular steel, diameter 40 mm. Standing 
area made of 10 mm thickness hpl. Complete with a bottom shelf made of 10 mm 
thickness hpl and wheels for transport.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Galvanized steel tubes with triangular shape base. 
Hooks for connecting the platform to beach volley post. Including 
umbrella’s support and front protective pad.



｜ HOCKEY



S05128 S05130

S05122 S05124 S05124

S05132

HOCKEY｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of standard goals for field hockey. Varnished wood 
frontal and bottom structure and varnished steel net supports.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of rubber wheels for field hockey goals.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of standard goals for roller hockey made of varnished 
steel.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nylon nets for field hockey goals, standard sizes

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of nylon nets for roller hockey, standard sizes. SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of unihockeygoals made of 
varnished steel with nylon nets, dimensions 150×110 
cm.



｜ NETBALL



S05212 S05214

NETBALL｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜Netball system mobile on wheels with ring adjustable in 
height. Each one of the 2 structures has: varnished steel heavy base equipped 
with rubber wheels; square section galvanized steel post made of 2 elements 
sliding one to the other for changing the height; protective pad made of foam 
covered by synthetic material, height 200 cm; varnished steel ring with nylon 
net.

SPECIFICATIONS｜Professional netball system with ring at fixed height. Each 
one of the 2 structures has: white color varnished steel post with round 
section 60 mm diameter; ground socket; protective pad made of foam 
covered by synthetic material, height 300 cm, outside diameter 20 cm; 
varnished steel ring with nylon net.



｜ TABLE TENNIS 



S05228 S05230

S05222 S05224 S05226

S05232

TABLE TENNIS｜

SPECIFICATIONS｜ Indoor tennis table foldable and movable on wheels. Playing 
surface made of 19 mm chipboard coated several times

SPECIFICATIONS｜Outdoor tennis table foldable and movable on wheels. 
Playing surface made of 4 mm melamine resin 

SPECIFICATIONS｜ Indoor tennis table foldable and movable on wheels, ITTF 
approved. Playing surface made of 25 mm chipboard coated several times.

SPECIFICATIONS｜ Indoor tennis table foldable and movable on wheels. 
Playing surface made of 16 mm chipboard coated several times

SPECIFICATIONS｜Pair of metal net supports with nylon net for table tennis. SPECIFICATIONS｜Nylon net for table tennis.
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